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THE NEWPORT GLOBAL SUMMIT HOSTS THE INAUGURAL 

GOLD COAST GLOBAL INVESTMENT SUMMIT, JUNE 16, 

IN OLD WESTBURY, NEW YORK. 

 

A one–day retreat will be held in Old Westbury, on Thursday, June 16 at the home of John 

LeBoutillier and Susan Humes, the former STUDIO of Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, their great–

grandmother. Whitney was a renowned sculptor, arts patron and founder of the Whitney Museum in 

New York City. 
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Business leaders and family business enterprises associated with the Newport Global Summit, a 

two–day leadership forum held annually in August in Newport, Rhode Island, will gather in Old 

Westbury for a one–day retreat to share knowledge and explore new possibilities for economic 

prosperity. 

Speakers and guests will include notable investors and industry leaders with topics ranging from 

family business and philanthropy, advances in combatting infectious disease to integrated health and 

neuroscience, the landscape for energy and oil, to NewsBeat Social, a new paradigm for news and 

media. US. Participants will include CEO’s and global family business owners gathering in a relaxed 

setting to share knowledge and build bridges for cooperation through business opportunity. 

 

Noteworthy speakers at the Gold Coast Global Investment Summit are:  

John LeBoutillier, nationally recognized political commentator: Stanley W. Fields, Chairman & CEO 

of NewsBeat Social and Geoff Campell, President of NewsBeat Social: Marvin Schwartz and David 

Weiner of the renowned investment team, The Straus Group at Neuberger Berman; Roddy Carter, 

MD, scientist and author of best–selling book, BodyWHealth; Karim Lalji, CEO of Microbion, a bio–

pharmaceutical company focused on the development of innovative products for the treatment of 

antibiotic–resistant infections and microbial biofilms; John Messervey, President and Founder, 

Private Family Advisor and John Royall, Principal of Adelphi Securities, a Texas based family 



partnership, and Todd Morici, founder & CEO of Morici Motor Sports and The Octane Fund, on 

investing in luxury assets and vintage Ferraris;  

“The Summit is intended to be like Davos at its infancy, encouraging active collaboration among the 

participants to facilitate new business relationships through the formation of relationships,” says 

Founder, Katharine (Kitty) Cushing, Managing Principal of 7Sisters, LLC. 

“We are expanding to the Gold Coast of Long Island as a result of encouragement from past 

participants who would like to have more interaction with one another. Long Island, with close 

proximity to New York City, will allow us to broaden participation of family offices and business 

leaders.” 

About 7Sisters, LLC 

 

7Sisters, LLC was formed as an international advisory firm in 2011, with the primary purpose of 

helping US companies and family enterprises to broaden global business relationships. With more 

than 90% of economic growth now occurring outside of the US, it is critical for businesses and 

families to adapt to a global business world. 7Sisters fosters and develops international relationships 

from a US base. 

7Sisters has hosted numerous forums, leadership retreats and special briefings, most notably, Newport 

Global Summit, held annually in Newport, Rhode Island. For more on the Summit, see 

www.newportglobalsummit.com 

NewsBeat Social is the media partner with 7Sisters, LLC for the Gold Coast Summit and the Newport 

Global Summit, 2016. 

Sponsors of the Gold Coast Global Investment Summit are: Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, 

Incorporated; The Octane Fund and Hedgebay Securities. 

Media questions: 

Caroline Graham, C4 Global Communications, caroline@c4global.com 
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